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Introduction

 

The community of monks and nuns,known as the San・gha,is one of the three
 

crucial components of Buddhism,along with the Buddha and the Dharma.

Once a san・gha disappears,it is difficult,if not impossible,to revive it.No
 

one could doubt,therefore,that the act of producing new members of the
 

san・gha, ordaining monks and nuns, is indispensable for the survival and
 

prosperity of the Buddhist tradition.

The manuals giving the rules and procedures for ordination are includ-

ed in the Vinaya“monastic law code.”1)An ordination carried out without
 

strict adherence to the rules and procedures prescribed in the Vinaya is
 

regarded,in principle,as invalid.2) Therefore,the Vinaya is undoubtedly an
 

important text concerning the Buddhist tradition.

Originally presented at the international conference“Buddhist Nuns in India”held at
 

University of Toronto,April16-17,2011,and largely revised for this publication.I wish
 

to thank Professor Gregory Schopen for many corrections and suggestions of the
 

earlier version of this paper. I have greatly benefited from critical readings of the
 

current version by Dr.Petra Kieffer-Pulz and Professor Shayne Clarke,which led to a
 

significant improvement of this paper.I am also indebted to Mr.Kadoya Warren for
 

his careful check of the English.Special thanks also to Professor Onoda Shunzo(小野

田俊藏),who gave me insightful comments at my presentation based on this paper at
 

Bukkyo University (December 24,2014).This acknowledgement, however, does not
 

imply their entire approval or agreement.All errors are my own.
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There are six vinaya texts that are generally thought to be fully
 

preserved and affiliated to six different schools.3) Since each of the six
 

includes ordination manuals,these vinaya texts are instrumental for under-

standing the details of the ordination ceremony.Indeed,many― in particu-

lar,Japanese― scholars have referred to the six texts in their studies of
 

ordination.4) These studies were,however,primarily focused on male ordi-

nation.Although there have been some references to the general differences
 

between male and female ordinations,5) detailed information about the
 

ordination ceremony for nuns is not yet sufficiently available.

In recent years, the issue of the revival of the San・gha of nuns in the
 

modern world has received considerable attention.6) Coequently,more and
 

more research has been conducted that focuses on female ordination as
 

described in the vinaya texts. Than (2007), for example, compared the
 

formal ecclesiastical acts regarding female ordination that are found in the
 

six vinaya texts, and noted several important differences between the
 

described ordination procedures.One of the differences he noted is that the
 

Tibetan translation of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya refers to the technical
 

concept of tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa which is
 

supposed to be given to the female postulant on the path to nunhood through
 

a formal ecclesiastical act.7)

Unfortunately,Than did not use any Sanskrit sources in his research.

Moreover,he did not refer to the Ks・udraka-vastu“Chapter on miscellaneous
 

matters”of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya at all.This chapter,despite its title,

includes the details of the procedures of female ordination,as well as many
 

rules that apply exclusively to nuns.As a result,Than did not notice that
 

Tib. tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa is an attested
 

translation of Skt.brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti,nor that Edgerton’s Bud-

dhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictonary referred to brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti.In
 

addition,he was fairly uncertain about the precise context in which tshangs
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par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa appears.In fact,Than,pointing
 

out that it is exclusively mentioned in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya,8) stated
 

merely that “what tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa
 

precisely means is not clear.”9) Than’s simplistic statement might be an
 

indication of the little attention that modern vinaya researchers have given
 

to this technical concept,since few,if any,modern researchers have dealt
 

with it in their vinaya studies.10)

Among modern Tibetan Buddhists,however, tshangs par spyod pa la
 

nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa seems to be well known. Although it is not
 

certain whether they have realized that Tib.tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar
 

gnas pa’i sdom pa is a translation of Skt.brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti,or
 

that Edgerton briefly refers to Skt. brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti, they
 

appear to have come to a consensus that it is a crucial component to female
 

ordination, serving as a sort of “vow.”11) In general, female ordination is
 

regarded as consisting of two ceremonies:the first is carried out by the
 

san
・
gha of nuns alone,and the second is then led by the san

・
gha of monks.12)

The Ks・udraka-vastu prescribes that tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas
 

pa’i sdom pa be given at the end of the first ceremony.Most of the modern
 

Tibetan Buddhists, thereby,seem to assume that tshangs par spyod pa la
 

nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa is the prerequisite for the postulant to continue
 

on to the second ceremony.In fact,some modern Tibetan scholars go so far
 

as to call the formal ecclesiastical act of giving tshangs par spyod pa la nye
 

bar gnas pa’i sdom pa “brahmacarya ordination.”13) It should also be noted
 

that the significance attached to tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i
 

sdom pa seems to underlie modern Tibetan monks’rejection of female
 

ordination in their tradition.That is,it seems to be claimed that when there
 

is no san・gha of nuns,no one is able to give tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar
 

gnas pa’i sdom pa to female postulants,and consequently,no women can be
 

fully ordained.14) As we will see,however,this much significance is neither
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attributed by Edgerton,nor implied in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.Instead,

it seems that tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa might not
 

be particularly significant,at least to the redactors of the Mulasarvastivada-

vinaya.

Thus,the concept tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa is
 

worth discussing for at least two reasons.First,it may not yet be sufficient-

ly known to modern Buddhist scholars.Second,it seems to be assumed by
 

many Tibetan Buddhists to be something significant,thereby,hindering the
 

revival or the first establishment of the San
・
gha of nuns in Tibet,15) though

 
such assumptions might be unreasonable.

In this paper,I first discuss how tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas
 

pa’i sdom pa appears in the descriptions of the procedure for becoming a
 

Buddhist nun in the Ks・udraka-vastu of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya ( 1).

Second,based on the fact that tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i
 

sdom pa is an attested translation of Skt. brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti,

which Edgerton mentions as one of the -sam・vr。ti compounds specific to
 

vinaya texts, I explain Edgerton’s interpretation of -sam・vr。ti compounds
 

including brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti. Furthermore, noting that the last
 

word of the-sam・vr。ti compounds referenced by Edgerton is translated into
 

Tibetan as sdom pa, I show that in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya there are
 

several other sdom pas that are given to monks, nuns, or even laymen
 

through formal ecclesiastical acts and can be best understood in the same
 

sense as Edgerton suggests( 2).Third,I note the interchangeability of Tib.

sdom pa with Tib. gnang ba as translations of Skt. sam・vr。ti in the
 

Mulasarvastivada-vinaya,and thereby,conclude that Edgerton’s interpreta-

tion of -sam・vr。ti compounds is well supported by the Tibetan translation

( 3).Then,I note that there are rules that govern the giving of sam・vr。ti s,

including brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti,the transgression of which amounts
 

to a minor offense in the Tibetan translation of the Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・ga“the
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commentarial section of the provisions for nuns”of the Mulasarvastivada-

vinaya( 4).16)Finally,I conclude that in terms of a vinaya requirement for
 

ordination,the meaning of tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom
 

pa (brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti)might not be as significant as modern
 

Tibetan Buddhists have thought.In addition,I refer to one of the possible
 

reasons why such excessive significance has been attached to tshangs par
 

spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa in Tibetan Buddhist tradition.

１ Tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa in the
 

Tibetan Mulasarvastivada-vinaya

 

The Mulasarvastivada-vinaya includes a description of the entire procedure
 

for becoming a Buddhist nun in the Ks・udraka-vastu,which is preserved both
 

in Tibetan translation and Yijing’s義浄 (635-713CE)Chinese translation.

Yijing, however, seems to have omitted the detailed description of the
 

ordination ceremony for nuns,17)just as he appears to have done with the
 

description of the ordination ceremony of monks in his Chinese translation
 

of the Pravrajya-vastu“Chapter on entering the religious life”(Chujia shi出

家事,Taisho 1444).18) There are also two compendia detailing the formal
 

ecclesiastical acts of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya,both of which include the
 

formulae giving the procedures for female ordination.One is preserved in
 

Yijing’s義浄 translation (Taisho 1453) titled Baiyi jiemo百一 磨 “101

Formal Ecclesiastical Acts,”and the other is preserved in Tibetan (Derge

4118) under what appears to be the same title:Las brgya rtsa gcig pa

(Ekottarakarmasataka) “101 Formal Ecclesiastical Acts,”which, unlike
 

Yijing’s義浄 version, is attributed to a famous medieval vinaya master,

Gun・aprabha,who is thought to have lived between the fifth and the seventh
 

centuries CE, and maintained close connections with Mathura.19) Though
 

there are several significant differences not only in authorship but also in
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content and structure between these Chinese and Tibetan compendia,20) the
 

formulae for female ordination found in both texts appear to correspond
 

well with each other.21) Furthermore, the formulae for female ordination
 

found in the Tibetan Ekottarakarmasataka and the Tibetan Ks・udraka-vastu
 

are also in agreement.22) We have, therefore, the complete procedure for
 

female ordination of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya detailed in at least two
 

Tibetan translations and one Chinese translation.23)In addition,the Sanskrit
 

manuscripts of the Bhiks・un・ı-karmavacana“formulae of formal ecclesiastical
 

acts for nuns”found in Nepal (dated 12th-13th century CE)also include,

albeit incomplete, formulae for the ordination of nuns, which are now
 

known to correspond well to those preserved in the Tibetan Ks・udraka-

vastu.24)

Thus,there are Tibetan,Chinese,and Sanskrit texts extant and avail-

able to us that cover the procedure of female ordination in the
 

Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.According to these texts,after having completed
 

the two years’training in the so-called Six Rules(Skt.s・ad・-dharma)and Six
 

Incidental Rules (Skt. s・ad・-anudharma),
25) a female probationer (Skt.

siks・aman・a)should be given brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti by the san
・gha of

 
nuns through a formal ecclesiastical act. The process before the formal

 
ecclesiastical act of giving brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti consists of the

 
following five major steps:

1.The formal determination of the Preceptress (Skt.upadhyaya)

2.The declaration of taking formal possession of the five robes and the
 

bowl26)

3. The formal determination of the Nun-Who-Inquires-of-Postulant’s-

Obstacles (Skt.raho’nusasaka)27)

4.The preliminary inquiry of the postulant’s physical obstacles

5.The giving of brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti
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The fifth step begins with the postulant’s request for brahmacaryopasthana-

sam・vr。ti,followed by the inquiry about her physical obstacles which,unlike
 

the preliminary inquiry(i.e.,the fourth step),is conducted in public,and ends
 

with the formal ecclesiastical act of giving brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti.In
 

the Ks・udraka-vastu extant in Tibetan translation,the motion of the formal
 

ecclesiastical act is prescribed as follows:

Then,a motion must be made:“May the community of noble sisters
 

listen!This one named so-and-so wishes for the full ordination through
 

the Preceptress named so-and-so.［She］is a“married”woman who is
 

less than“twelve years old”/28)an unmarried woman who is more than
 

twenty years old, has the five robes and the bowl, and has declared
 

herself completely pure in regard to the obstacles［to becoming a nun］.

This one named so-and-so whose Preceptress is this one named so-and-

so,asks for tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa from the
 

community of noble sisters.If for the community of noble sisters,right
 

time has come and［it is］allowed, the community of noble sisters
 

should authorize［that］and the community of noble sisters should give
 

tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa to her, this one
 

named so-and-so.［Her］Preceptress’name is so-and-so.”This is the
 

motion.29)

After this motion has been proposed,the resolution accompanied by a single
 

proclamation is taken as follows.

The resolution also must be taken as follows:“May the community of
 

noble sisters listen!...(The passages from the motion are here entirely
 

repeated)... In the community of noble sisters, those who allow the
 

giving of tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa to this one
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named so-and-so,［whose］Preceptress is this one named so-and-so,

should remain silent!Those who do not allow［it］should speak!

The community of noble sisters gives tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar
 

gnas pa’i sdom pa to her, this one named so-and-so,［whose］Prece-

ptress is this one named so-and-so. The community of noble sisters
 

allows and authorizes［it］and therefore remains silent.Just so,［I］hold
 

it.”30)

The ritual procedure I presented above is not informative regarding tshangs
 

par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa itself.They do not contain any
 

information on the meaning of the title“tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar
 

gnas pa’i sdom pa.”They suggest,however,that giving tshangs par spyod
 

pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa does not impose any additional requirements
 

on the postulant, but rather, reaffirms the postulant’s fulfillment of the
 

already established requirements for becoming a nun:suitability of age,

possession of the five robes and the bowl,and purity regarding the physical
 

obstacles.Taking the fact into consideration that the inquiry of the pos-

tulant’s physical obstacles,which includes questions about her age and her
 

robes and bowl, is immediately conducted in response to her request for
 

tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa,the postulant’s purity of
 

the physical obstacles seems to be the main factor in giving tshangs par
 

spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa.31)That is to say,the context of the
 

ritual procedure suggests that tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i
 

sdom pa is what is given to the postulant as a certification that there is no
 

physical problems that disqualifies her for ordination.
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2sdom pa ＝ sam
・
vr。ti

 

Several sources attest that Tib.tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i
 

sdom pa corresponds to Skt. brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti.
32) Needless to

 
say,it is important to first consider what this Sanskrit compound means in

 
order to shed further light on tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i

 
sdom pa. It may be a good start to look at Edgerton’s Buddhist Hybrid

 
Sanskrit Dictionary, since it refers to brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti in the

 
entry“sam・vr。ti.”

Edgerton(BHSD s.v.sam・vr。ti)notes that Skt.sam・vr。ti might be equiva-

lent to Pali sam・muti, and suggests that its verbal root might be man.
33)

Furthermore,referencing three-sam・vr。ti compounds found in vinaya texts,

he gives“consent in the sense of a formal vote(of the sam・gha)”for sam・vr。ti
 

particular to vinaya texts.The three-sam・vr。ti compounds mentioned there
 

are saiks・a-sam・vr。ti, avandanarha-sam・vr。ti and brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti.

Śaiks・a-sam・vr。ti appears in the third rule of the four pratidesanıya-offenses in
 

the Pratimoks・a-sutra manuscript of the Sarvastivadins.The rule states that
 

monks,unless invited,may not intentionally visit and receive food from the
 

householder who has been formally acknowledged as saiks・a by the san
・
gha of

 
monks.34)Edgerton quotes the beginning of the rule“yani punas tani (kulani)

saiks・a-sam・vr。ti-sam・matani...”and translates it as“families which have been
 

held by formal declaration to be saiks・a.”Though Edgerton does not com-

ment on this saiks・a at all,the Shisong lu十誦律,a Chinese vinaya text of the
 

Sarvastivadins,explains it in detail.According to the explanation,a devout
 

householder who has donated more than he can spare to Buddhist monks
 

must be acknowledged as “saiks・a (xuejia學家)”by the san・gha of monks
 

through a formal ecclesiastical act,so that they will not receive additional
 

alms from him in order to save him from spending all his money on alms for
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Buddhist practitioners.35) Both avadanarha-sam・vr。ti and brahmacaryopa-

sthana-sam・vr。ti are found in the Bhiks・un・ı-karmavacana from Nepal (first
 

edition),which is now known to be closely related to the Mulasarvastivada-

vinaya.36) This close relationship may be demonstrated by the fact that the
 

formulae of formal ecclesiastical acts regarding avadanarha-sam・vr。ti and
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti are preserved in the Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・ga and the

 
Ks・udraka-vastu,respectively,of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.The Bhiks・un・ı-

vibhan・ga refers to avadanarha-sam・vr。ti as what the san
・gha of nuns must

 
give through a formal ecclesiastical act in regard to a monk who has

 
received a formal ecclesiastical act of suspension(Tib.gnas nas dbyung ba’i

 
las＝Skt.utks・epan・ıya-karman

37))from the san・gha of monks,and therefore,

is unworthy of reverence.After giving avandanarha-sam・vr。ti to the monk,

the nuns of the san
・
gha must no longer show reverence to him.38)Edgerton

 
quotes“samagren・a ca bhiks・un・ısam・ghena avandanarha-sam・vr。tiya sam・matah・”

and translates it as“(an expelled monk)who by the entire congregation of
 

nuns has been judged by formal vote that he is unworthy to be saluted.”

Brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti is the principal sam・vr。ti that we discuss in this
 

paper.Edgerton does not give any specific explanation of it,much less its
 

Tibetan translation. He simply quotes the sentence “brahmacaryopa-

sthana-sam・vr。tim・ yacitavya”and translates it as“she must be made to ask for
 

permission to enter the religious life.”

Edgerton’s comments on-sam・vr。ti compounds leave much unclear about
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti. The meaning of the title “brahmacaryopa-

sthana,”for example,is not discussed at all. It should be noted,however,

that Edgerton’s interpretation of sam・vr。ti as “consent”or “permission”

seems to lean in the same direction as the context of female ordination
 

points regarding the meaning of tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i
 

sdom pa.As we saw above in 1,the female ordination procedure suggests
 

that tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa (Skt. brahma-
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caryopasthana-sam・vr。ti) should only be given to the postulant when the
 

san・gha of nuns determines that she is qualified to be ordained.Edgerton’s
 

interpretation of the-sam・vr。ti compounds seems to be primarily based on the
 

correspondence between Skt. sam・vr。ti and Pali sam・muti. However, the
 

Tibetan translations,which are not referred to by Edgerton,also suggest
 

the validity of his interpretation,albeit in a roundabout way.

Just as brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti is translated into Tibetan as tshangs
 

par spyod par nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa, saiks・a-sam・vr。ti and avadanarha-

sam・vr。ti are expressed in Tibetan as slab pa’i sdom pa and phyag bya ba’i’os
 

ma yin pa’i sdom pa, respectively.39) In these two cases,we can once again
 

recognize the equivalence of Skt.sam・vr。ti＝ Tib.sdom pa.In fact,there are
 

several other sdom pas in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya that are intended to
 

be given to members of the Buddhist San
・
gha through formal ecclesiastical

 
acts,as follows:

smyon pa’i sdom pa:This sdom pa is given to a crazy monk(smyon pa)who
 

may be absent from the pos・adha-ceremony,which is usually performed
 

by all monks together.40)

’khar ba’i sdom pa and dra ba’i sdom pa:These sdom pas are given to old
 

or sick monks who wish to take possession of a walking stick (’khar
 

ba)and a net bag (dra ba)for carrying bowls.41)

bu dang lhan cig tu khang pa gcig tu nyal ba’i sdom pa:This sdom pa is given
 

to a nun who has just given birth to a baby boy and wishes to sleep with
 

him in the same building without breaking the rule that forbids nuns
 

from sleeping in the same building as males.42)

gnyen dang lhan cig ’dre bar nye spyod kyi sdom pa:This sdom pa is given
 

to a nun who wishes to travel to a village alone in order to stay with
 

her relatives in the event of a famine.43)

’khor gzhag pa’i sdom pa and’dod chen gyi’khor ’jog pa’i sdom pa:These
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sdom pas are given to a nun who wishes to have a pupil or many
 

pupils.44)

lo gnyis su chos drug dang rjes su mthun pa’i chos drug gi bslab pa’i sdom pa:

This sdom pa is given to a female novice(Skt.sraman・erika)who starts
 

two years of training in the Six Rules (Skt.s・ad・-dharma)and the Six
 

Incidental Rules (Skt.s・ad・-anudharma),making her a probationer(Skt.

siks・aman・a).
45)

Each of these sdom pas is not immediately confirmed as a translation of
 

Skt.sam・vr。ti,but can be best understood in the sense that Edgerton(BHSD
 

s.v. sam・vr。ti) suggests: formal “consent”or “permission”that must be
 

obtained by those who wish or need to do something unusual or special.It
 

is not easy, however, to associate Tibetan sdom pa with this meaning.

Moreover, Tib. sdom pa is conventionally used as a translation of Skt.

sam・vara rather than Skt. sam・vr。ti in Buddhist texts.
46) It may appear,

therefore,that Tibetan sdom pa does not corroborate Edgerton’s interpreta-

tion of sam・vr。ti as“consent”or“permission”at first sight.When we care-

fully read the Tibetan Mulasarvastivada-vinaya and other related texts,

however,we find an interesting interchangeability of sdom pa with another
 

Tibetan translation, which directly supports Edgerton’s explanation of
 

sam・vr。ti.

3sdom pa＝ gnang ba

 

Petra Kieffer-Pulz, in her discussion about the Sanskrit compound

“ekapos・adhavasa-sam・vasasam・vr。t(t)ya”that frequently appears in the Pos・adha-

vastu “Chapter on the pos・adha-ceremony”of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya,

acknowledges Edgerton’s suggestion and notes that the last word of the
 

compound sam・vr。t(t)i is always translated as sdom pa in the Tibetan transla-
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tion.Furthermore,she notes the equivalent of Skt.san・gha-sam・vr。ti ＝ Tib.

dge ’dun gyis gnang ba in the Pratimoks・a-sutra of the Mulasarvastivada-

vinaya,47) and suggests that sdom pa may be a synonym for gnang ba

“Erlaubnis.”48) Haiyan Hu-von Hinuber, in her Sanskrit edition of the
 

Pos・adha-vastu of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya, also refers to Edgerton

(BHSD s.v.sam・vr。ti),and notes that in the Pos・adha-vastu,Sanskrit sam・vr。ti
 

is almost always translated as Tibetan sdom pa, except for one case in
 

which it is translated as Tibetan gnang ba.Furthermore,she suggests that
 

this dual translation might indicate Tibetan translators’insufficient aware-

ness of the similarity in meaning between Skt.sam・vr。ti and Skt.sam・mati.
49)

Apart from the cases that have been noted by Kieffer-Pulz (1992)and
 

Hu-von Hinuber (1994), there are several other examples indicating that
 

both sdom pa and gnang ba are interchangeably used as the equivalent of
 

Skt.sam・vr。ti in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya and other related texts.
50)One of

 
the most evident examples is found in the fourth major part of the

 
Mulasarvastivada-vinaya,which is now called “Uttaragrantha.”Many have

 
noted that the Tibetan translation of the Uttaragrantha has come down to

 
us in two versions:the’Dul ba gzhung bla ma and the’Dul ba gzhung dam

 
pa,51)and the former seems to be incomplete since it only contains a part of

 
the so-called Upali-paripr。ccha,while the latter contains about ten texts (or

 
chapters)in addition to the full version of the Upali-paripr。ccha. It is also

 
already noted that there is no significant difference between the two

 
Upali-paripr。cchas,except for some translational variations.

52) One of these
 

variations between the two Upali-paripr。cchas explicitly demonstrates that
 

sdom pa and gnang ba are essentially used interchangeably in the
 

Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.

・The’Dul ba gzhung bla ma (Derge7Na 73b6):

btsun pa bcom ldan ’das kyis yang dge slong gang gang zag bsnyen
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par ma rdzogs pa la gnas ngan len gyi ltung ba brjod na dge’dun gyis
 

gnang ba ma gtogs te ltung byed do zhes gsungs pa gang lags pa/...

・The’Dul ba gzhung dam pa (Derge7Na 149a7):

btsun pa bcom ldan ’das kyis yang dge slong gang dge’dun gyis sdom
 

pa stsal pa ma gtogs par bsnyen par ma rdzogs pa’i gang zag la gnas
 

ngan len gyi nongs pa smras na ltung bar ’gyur ro zhes gsungs
 

na/...

Both passages contain the same question asked by Upali about the seventh
 

payantika-offense,i.e.the rule that forbids monks from telling laymen about
 

the serious offenses committed by other monks.53)Upali quotes the rule itself
 

in the question.The underlined phrases in the above passages indicate the
 

interchangeability of “sdom pa (stsal pa)”and “gnang ba,”and may be
 

translated as“(unless)a san・gha gives permission.”Moreover,we can look
 

at that rule preserved in Sanskrit in the Gilgit manuscripts as follows:

yah・ punar bhiks・ur anupasam・pannaya pudgalaya dus・t・hulapattim arocayed
 

anyatra san・ghasam・vr。tya payantika /54)

This rule clearly demonstrates the equivalence of Skt.sam・vr。ti＝ Tib.sdom
 

pa＝ Tib.gnang ba.It may be possible,therefore,to say that Edgerton’s
 

interpretation of sam・vr。ti as“consent”or“permission”is well supported by
 

the Tibetan translation gnang ba. Given that Tib. sdom pa is used as a
 

translation of Skt.sam・vr。ti and is equivalent to Tib.gnang ba,which means

“consent”or “permission,”we may want to reconsider the translation of
 

sdom pa in tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa as“vow”or

“ordination.”55) “Consent”or“permission”may be more accurate.56)
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4The importance of brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti

 

It seems acceptable that brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti should be interpreted
 

as “consent”or “permission”given to a postulant who wishes to be fully
 

ordained. I would like to consider the issue of whether such consent or
 

permission is as important for female ordination as modern Tibetan Bud-

dhists have assumed. Unfortunately, I have not found any substantial
 

evidence in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.There is,however,a notable rule
 

that may suggest that brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti should not be taken so
 

seriously.

The Tibetan Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・
ga of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya includes

 
a rule regarding the giving of the brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti, which is

 
established as the17-2nd payantika-offense as follows:57)

yang dge slong ma gang gzhon nu ma lo nyi shu lon pa tshangs par
 

spyad pa nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa ma gsol bar bsnyen par rdzogs par
 

byed na ltung byed do //58)

Regarding the verb gsol ba “to ask,”both the party who is asking for
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti and the party who is being asked may appear
 

unclear.However, the narrative description of the event that caused the
 

Buddha to establish this rule (i.e. the so-called “origin tale”) and the
 

word-analysis following the rule in the Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・
ga suggest that a nun

 
who is ordaining a postulant asks for brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti,

59) and
 

that the nun asks for it from the community.60) In fact,the phrase ma gsol
 

bar “without asking”repeatedly appears in a few similar rules of the
 

payantika-offense where the verb “asking”signifies the action that a nun
 

should take with the community.61) Furthermore, there is another vinaya
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text extant in Tibetan translation that may provide us with a better
 

understanding of the rule.The text,the author of which is unknown,carries
 

the Sanskrit title Ārya-sarvastivadi-mula-bhiks・un・ı-pratimoks・a-sutra-vr。tti (Tib.

’Phags pa thams cad yod par smra ba’i rtsa ba’i dge slong ma’i so sor thar
 

ba’i mdo’i ’grel pa).62) It is known that though the title indicates that the
 

text is a vr。tti“commentary,”and indeed it has been transmitted in Tibet not
 

as bKa’gyur “the translation of the Buddha’s words”but as the bsTan gyur

“the translation of scholarly works,”its content and style are like those of
 

a canonical vinaya except for the beginning sections; that is, the text
 

essentially consists of the rules and their origin tales.63) It is also already
 

noted that in spite of the title, it is closely related not to the
 

Bhiks・un・ı-pratimoks・a but rather to the Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・ga preserved in

 
Tibetan;that is,the rules― particularly,of the payantika-offense― preser-

ved in the Ārya-sarvastivadi-mula-bhiks・un・ı-pratimoks・a-sutra-vr。tti generally
 

match those found not in the Bhiks・un・ı-pratimoks・a but in the Bhiks・un・ı-vi-

bhan・ga preserved in Tibetan.64) In regard to the rule in question, there is
 

another version in the Ārya-sarvastivadi-mula-bhiks・un・ı-pratimoks・a-sutra-vr。tti
 

as the118th payantika as follows:

phyis dge slong ma dag gis tshangs par spyod pa’i nye gnas kyi sdom pa
 

ma byin par shes bzhin du bsnyen par rdzogs par byas pa las bcas/yang
 

dge slong ma gang gzhon nur gyur ba lo nyi shu lon pa tshangs par
 

spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa ma byin par bsnyen par rdzogs
 

par byed na ltung ba’o//dge slong ma tshangs par spyod pa’i nye gnas
 

kyi sdom pa sngar ma byin par bsnyen par rdzogs par byed na ltung
 

ba’o//65)

“At a later time,nuns intentionally ordained［women］without giving
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti. Because of［this event, the Buddha］
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established［the rule,saying:］‘If a nun ordains an unmarried woman
 

who is over twenty without giving［her］brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti,

she(＝ the nun)comes to have a fault.［That is,］if a nun ordains［a
 

woman］without previously giving［her］brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti,

she(＝ the nun)comes to have a fault.”’

When we compare this rule with the17-2nd rule of the payantika-offense of
 

the Tibetan Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・ga that I quoted above, we can see that the

 
phrase ma gsol bar “without asking for［brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti of

 
the san・gha］”corresponds to the phrase (sngar) ma byin par “without

(previously) giving［brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti to the postulant］,”and
 

that both phrases signify the same irresponsible action taken by the nun
 

who is to ordain a postulant.Taking everything into consideration,the rule
 

I quoted from the Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・ga may be translated as follows:

“If a nun ordains an unmarried woman who is over twenty without
 

asking for brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti［of the san
・gha］, she (＝ the

 
nun)comes to have a fault.”66)

The validity of the ordination carried out  without  asking  for
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti of the community is not referred to at all in
 

the Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・ga,and therefore,it is not certain what would happen to

 
the postulant in this situation.67) It is certain,however,that the nun in this

 
situation will have violated the 17-2nd rule of the payantika-offense. This

 
may become more significant if we take into consideration that the two

 
sdom pas of nuns’having pupils(’khor gzhag pa’i sdom pa and’dod chen gyi

’khor ’jog pa’i sdom pa)and the sdom pa of the two years’learning of the
 

Six Rules and Six Incidental Rules (lo gnyis su chos drug dang rjes su
 

mthun pa’i chos drug’i bslab pa’i sdom pa)that I mentioned above are also
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regulated in the 15-2nd, 16-2nd, and 15-4th rules of the payantika-offense,

respectively, in the Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・ga in Tibetan. The 17-2nd rule of the
 

payantika-offense requires nuns to give brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti to a
 

postulant prior to fully ordaining her.Likewise,the15-2nd and the16-2nd
 

rules of the payantika-offense require nuns to obtain pars・adupasthana-

sam・vr。ti and anala-(sic.)-pars・adupasthana-sam・vr。ti, respectively, prior to
 

having pupils,and the15-4th rule of the payantika-offense requires nuns to
 

give siks・a-sam・vr。ti of the Six Rules and the Six Incidental Rules to a female
 

novice(Skt.sraman・erika)prior to letting her start the two years’training
 

as a female probationer (Skt.siks・aman・a).It is true that those who trans-

gress these rules come to have an offense.However,it is merely payantika-

offense,which may be easily expiated with a simple confession,and carries
 

no other penalty.68) In short, the failure to give pars・adupasthana-sam・vr。ti,

anala-(sic.)-pars・adupasthana-sam・vr。ti, siks・a-sam・vr。ti of the Six Rules and the
 

Six Incidental Rules,or brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti constitutes the same
 

minor offense. This may suggest that brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti was
 

regarded as no more significant than the other three, at least by the
 

redactors of the Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・ga of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya extant in

 
Tibetan translation.

Conclusion

 

In sum,I hope to have demonstrated the following five points in this paper:

・The context of ritual procedure of female ordination suggests that the
 

giving of tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa signifies the
 

female san・gha’s approval of the postulant’s fulfillment of the estab-

lished requirements for becoming a nun.

・Tib.tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa is an attested
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translation of Skt.brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti.

・All of the instances of sam・vr。ti that Edgerton finds in vinaya texts and
 

interprets as formal “consent”or “permission”are represented in
 

Tibetan as sdom pa.

・Several other sdom pas appear in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya that are
 

given to a specific monk or nun through formal ecclesiastical acts and
 

can be best understood as formal“consent”or“permission.”

・Tib.sdom pa as a translation of Skt.sam・vr。ti occasionally appears to be
 

interchangeable with Tib. gnang ba in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya,

which explicitly supports Edgerton’s interpretation of sam・vr。ti.

・There are rules that forbid the withholding of sdom pas(Skt.sam・vr。ti s),

including tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa (Skt.

brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti),in the Tibetan Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan
・ga of the

 
Mulasarvastivada-vinaya, the transgression of which merely entails a

 
payantika-offense,i.e.a very minor offense.

Taking all of these points into consideration,it seems probable that“sdom
 

pa”established in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya in the sense of something
 

given by the san・gha through a formal ecclesiastical act is mostly a transla-

tion of Skt.sam・vr。ti,and signifies a decision made by all the members of the
 

san・gha to give“consent”or“permission.”More importantly,it may also be
 

concluded that tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa (Skt.

brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti)is one such sdom pa (Skt.sam・vr。ti)and sig-

nifies the female san・gha’s consent that the postulant is physically eligible
 

for full ordination.69) In short,it seems that a female probationer becomes
 

a bhiks・un・ıcandidate by receiving the consent.
70) It is true that this consent

 
is not trivial,since there seems to be no explicit reference to a valid female

 
ordination carried out without tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom

 
pa (Skt.brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti)in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.

71)But
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given the other cases of sdom pa (Skt.sam・vr。ti)regarding a crazy monk,an
 

old or sick monk,a monk unworthy of reverence,and too lavish a house-

holder,and the fact that the failure of giving the consent is prescribed as a
 

very minor offense in the canonical vinaya,tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar
 

gnas pa’i sdom pa might not be as significant as modern Tibetan Buddhists
 

have thought.

There may be several good reasons why so much emphasis has been
 

placed on tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa in the Tibetan
 

Buddhist tradition.72) One of the most plausible reasons is that few,if any,

Tibetan Buddhists have realized that sdom pa in tshangs par spyod pa la nye
 

bar gnas pa’i sdom pa is a translation of Skt.sam・vr。ti;instead,most have
 

confused it with a translation of Skt.sam・vara.A popular Tibetan-Tibetan-

Chinese dictionary,Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo (zanghan dacidian 蔵漢

大辞典),for example,gives this incorrect explanation of sdom pa.73)Modern
 

scholars’translation of sdom pa in tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i
 

sdom pa as “vow,”74) which is a common translation of sam・vara,
75) also

 
highlights this confusion.It is well known that Skt.sam・vara (Tib.sdom pa)

is a technical Buddhist concept related to ordination which is discussed at
 

length in scholarly texts like the Abhidharmakosabhas・a,
76)and particularly

 
emphasized in the Tibetan Tantric tradition.77) Since tshangs par spyod pa

 
la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa― unlike other sdom pas (Skt.sam・vr。ti s)―

appears in the context of ordination,it may well be confused with a sort of
 

sam・vara.That is to say, it seems probable that even though tshangs par
 

spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa is just one of the various sam・vr。ti s,

excessive importance has been attributed to it simply because the last word
 

of its Tibetan rendering is sdom pa,which might lead one to incorrectly
 

infer that the original Sanskrit behind it was sam・vara.
78) This may also

 
suggest that Tibetan translations of Indian Buddhist texts still admit several

 
translational variations, even concerning technical Buddhist terms,79) and
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some of these variations might appear,on a superficial level, so different
 

from what we accept as “standard”that we might be misled about what
 

Sanskrit is behind them,and thereby,misinterpret their significance.

Abbreviations

１）The Vinaya is a Buddhist canonical text and essentially consists of rules governing
 

the monastic life regarding, for example,buildings,clothing, food,and rituals.The
 

breaking of the rules mostly entails punishment.It is generally thought that Buddhist
 

monastic communities were governed by the Vinaya just as most of our societies are
 

by law.Therefore,the term “vinaya”is often glossed as Buddhist or monastic“law
 

code.”See, for example, the entry “vinaya”in Encyclopedia of Buddhism (2004);

Kieffer-Pulz (2007:1-2).

２）Note,however, that there are many passages in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya that
 

suggest continued validity of various ordinations that have been not carried out
 

exactly according to the vinaya rules.See,among others,Clarke(2010).

３）The six vinaya texts are those of,alphabetically,the Dharmaguptakas,the Maha-

sam
･
ghikas,and the Mahısasakas, the so-called “Mulasarvastivadins,”the Sarvasti-

vadins,and the so-called “Theravadins.”For a brief overview of these six schools’

vinaya texts,see Clarke(2004:77-78).

４）See,for convenience,S.Sasaki (1999:47-51;69-78)and the previous works cited
 

there.

５）Hirakawa (1964:513-520);S.Sasaki(1999:208-211).

６）Sasaki Shizuka 佐々木閑 is one of the few modern vinaya researchers who have
 

recognized the significance of the issue and discussed it in technical terms relatively
 

early;S.Sasaki (2004).Later, the issue culminated in the international conference
 

held in Hamburg in2007:“First International Congress on Buddhist Women’s Role in
 

Sangha: Bhikshuni Vinaya and Ordination Lineages.”A selection of the papers
 

delivered at the conference have been published in 2010: Dignity & Discipline:

Reviving Full Ordination for Buddhist Nuns.For overviews of the significant steps
 

toward the(re-)establishment of the San
･
gha of nuns in the modern world,including the
 

conference in 2007and publication in 2010,see,among others,Husken and Kieffer-

Pulz (2011);Schneider (2012).

７）As I will mention below,tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa is an
 

attested translation of Skt.brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti,and there are a few varia-

tions in its Tibetan translation,such as tshangs par spyod pa la rim gror bya ba’i sdom
 

pa (the Ks
・
udraka-vastu Derge6Da 108a6)and tshangs par spyod/spyad pa skyed pa’i
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sdom pa (n.29below).In this paper,“tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom
 

pa”― since it seems to be the most popular form― represents all of these Tibetan
 

translations,collectively.For a discussion of the variant skyed pa,see n.69below.

８）It is true that,as Roth (1970:30)points out,vut
・
t
・
hana-sammuti in the Pali Vinaya

 
and upasthapana-sam

・
muti in the Sanskrit Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-vinaya text attributed to the

 
Lokottaravadins may be counterparts of brahmacaryopasthana-sam

･
vr。ti.Neither of the

 
terms, however, are prefixed with brahmacarya. In a strict sense, therefore,

brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti is not found in any other extant vinaya texts.See also n.

13.

９）Than(2007:332,n.6):梵行近住律儀（Tshangs par spyad［sic.］pa nye bar gnas pa’i
 

sdom pa）が具体的にどのようなものであるのかはよく分からない。Note also that
 

Than translated the technical concept in question into Japanese as “bongyo gonju

ritsugi 梵行近住律儀.”Here we see that Than used a technical translation“ritsugi律

儀,”which is an attested Chinese translation of Skt.sam
・
vara.This may suggest that

 
Than thought sdom pa in tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa was a

 
translation of Skt. sam

・
vara, though it is unclear on which source his translation is

 
based.For further discussion of the confusion regarding the Sanskrit behind sdom pa

 
in tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa,see Conclusion below.

10）As we will see in 3,Petra Kieffer-Pulz is one of few modern scholars to note the
 

technical concept.Apart from her,Nishimoto Ryuzan西本龍山 also glosses the term
 

fanxing benfa梵行本法, which is, as we will see, a Chinese translation of
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti, in his translation of Yijing’s 義浄 Ks

・
udraka-vastu;Ni-

shimoto (1935:586,n.53).He explains that it appears as jingxing benfa 浄行本法 in
 

Yijing’s Ekottarakarmasataka and that it signifies the preliminary stages of the female
 

ordination.His explanation is reasonable,but rather superficial.He also fails to refer
 

to its Sanskrit or Tibetan form. Recently, Chung (2006:11, n. 78) refers to the
 

equivalence of Skt.brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti ＝ Tib. tshangs par spyad pa skyed

 
pa’i sdom pa＝ Chin.jingxing benfa浄行本法.

11）Tsering (2010:172-174).For the translation as“vow,”see also Buddhist Ethics (esp.

p.97and n.76);Finnegan (2009:215);Schneider (2012:129).

12）S. Sasaki (1999:104). Hirakawa (1964:518-519)notes that whether the second
 

ceremony is performed by monks alone or by monks together with nuns is not
 

explicitly referred to by all the six large vinaya texts but the Shisong lu十誦律,which
 

indicates that monks and nuns perform the second ceremony together. Although
 

Hirakawa did not mention this,the Tibetan Ks
・
udraka-vastu of the Mulasarvastivada-

vinaya also indicates so:the Ks
・
udraka-vastu (Derge,5Da,111a2-113a6);cf.Kieffer-

Pulz (2010:218-219).
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13）Tsering (2010:172-179).Tsering’s translation might be derived,at least in part,from
 

his interpretation of the Sanskrit word upasthana as “ordination.”For the problem
 

with this interpretation,see n.69below.Wei-chun (2007)provides a similar transla-

tion:“brahmacaryabasic ordination,”though her translation is based not on Tibetan
 

but Yijing’s 義浄 Mulasarvastivada-vinaya. Deleanu (2010:3) also refers to female
 

ordination as consisting of two ceremonies,and explains that“［the］preliminary part
 

of the ordination is technically known in Sanskrit as the brahmacaryopasthana or

‘ceremony［for achieving］pure conduct’and is usually referred to in Chinese sources
 

as本法 (Ch.benfa;Jp.honbo)(literally,‘root-factor’)or本事(benshi;honji)(literally,

‘root-fact’).”This explanation may require some revision. First, apart from the
 

Mulasarvastivada-vinaya,there seems to be no Sanskrit vinaya text in which the term
 

brahmacaryopasthana(-sam
・
vr。ti)appears.Second,the term appears to signify not the

 
ceremony itself, but rather the sam

・
vr。ti that is granted to the postulant during the

 
ceremony.Third, it is true that the terms benfa本法and benshi本事appear in the

 
Mishasai jiemo ben彌沙塞 磨本 (T.1424［22］219c)and the Shisong lu十誦律 (T.1435

［23］295c,296a4,333a,333b),respectively,but it is impossible to tell whether benfa本

法and benshi本事are the exact counterparts of brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti because

 
neither text is preserved in Sanskrit.Instead,Yijing’s translation as fanxing benfa梵

行本法 or jingxing benfa淨行本法 (for the texts,see n.29and n.30below)suggests that
 

the term benfa本法 is a translation not of Skt.brahmacarya-upasthana but upasthana-

sam
・
vr。ti, since both fanxing梵行and jingxing淨行are attested translations of Skt.

brahmacarya (see,for example,Bonwa s.v.brahmacarya),and Skt.sam
・
vr。ti seems to be

 
occasionally expressed as fa法 in Yijing’s義浄 translation(see n.36and n.42below).

Likewise,Sujato(2012:155)also explains the term benfa本法 inaccurately.He asserts
 

that it is a Chinese translation of Skt.upasthana.

14）Schneider (2012:128-129).

15）It is not entirely clear whether or not a san
・
gha of Buddhist nuns has ever been

 
established in Tibet.It seems that the consensus among modern scholars is that it has

 
not.See,at least,Havnevik (1989:45;210,n.37);Martin (2005:67,n.49;72,n.66);

Heirman (2011:612);Schneider (2012:115).

16）It is well known that the famous Tibetan polymath Bu ston Rin chen’grub(1290-

1364CE)doubted that the Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga extant in Tibetan translation belonged to
 

the tradition of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya;C. Vogel (1985:110);Eimer (1986:5);

Schopen (1998:178n.67).It seems that,although Bu ston Rin chen’grub himself did
 

not explicitly mention this,his doubt came from the fact that there are significant
 

differences in wording, content, and sequence between the rules preserved in the
 

Tibetan Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga and those preserved in the Tibetan Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-pratimoks

・
a-
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sutra,a set of provisions for nuns,of which the Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga is supposed to be an

 
analysis;Schopen (2008:231). It is becoming clearer,however, that Bu-ston simply

 
drew a possible conclusion without strong justification.In other words,it has become

 
increasingly apparent that the situation regarding the entire corpus of texts for nuns

 
of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya is more complicated than Bu-ston might have thought.

Schopen (2004: 180-181), for example, notes that a specific rule of the Tibetan
 

Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-pratimoks

・
a-sutra is unique in comparison to several other vinaya texts for

 
nuns related to the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya, including Yijing’s translations of the

 
Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga and the Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-pratimoks

・
a-sutra,and suggests the possibility that

 
it may be not the Tibetan Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga,but the Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-pratimoks

・
a that does not

 
belong to Mulasarvastivada-vinaya tradition.In Schopen(2008:230-232),an alternative

 
idea is suggested as “more likely”:the variety of the rules for nuns may simply

 
represent several different versions or redactions of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya,

which may signify different periods or developmental stages of the Mulasarvastivada-

vinaya tradition.Most recently,Clarke(2012a;2012b)has further discussed this issue.

He notes that the discrepancies of the rules for nuns within the Mulasarvastivada-

vinaya fall into several patterns,and suggests that they be best explained by postulat-

ing the existence of multiple traditions of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya;cf.Emms(2012:

110-111);Borgland (2014:20-21).

17）Hirakawa (1960:576).

18）For Yijing’s義浄 omission of the description regarding the ordination of monks,see
 

Nishino(1966).He suggests that Yijing omitted the details of the rituals because they
 

are already included in the Ekottarakarmasataka,which Yijing had translated about
 

ten years earlier than the Pravrajya-vastu,and,therefore wanted to avoid repetition.

19）K.Sasaki(1971:84);Schopen (1994:63-64);Yonezawa (2001:14).

20）Kishino (2013:17-18).

21）Yamagiwa(1987:27-28)notes that the formulae of male ordination preserved in the
 

Tibetan Pravrajya-vastu,the Chinese Ekottarakarmasataka,and the Tibetan Ekottara-

karmasataka are very similar in content.

22）Note,however,the formula preserved in the Tibetan Ekottarakarmasataka may be
 

more polished than that found in the Ks
・
udraka-vastu. In the formulae of the

 
Ks
・
udraka-vastu, for example, the preliminary inquiry of the postulant’s physical

 
obstacles,which constitutes approximately fifty questions, includes the question of

 
whether the postulant has already received tshangs par spyod par nye bar gnas pa’i

 
sdom pa (Derge Da 109b2).As we will see immediately below,however,it should be

 
given to her after the preliminary inquiry is complete,making this question unneces-

sary. In the formula of the Tibetan Ekottarakarmasataka, on the other hand, the
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preliminary inquiry does not contain this question.

23）Apart from the Ks
・
udraka-vastu and two Ekottarakarmasatakas, the Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-vi-

bhan
・
ga of the Tibetan Mulasarvastivada-vinaya also includes a few formulae related to

 
female ordination. More specifically― as we will see further details in 2― the

 
formula of giving siks

・
a-sam

・
vr。ti of the so-called Six Rules (Skt.s・ad-dharma)and Six 

Incidental Rules (Skt. s
・
ad
・
-anudharma) appears once, and that of giving brahma-

caryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti appears twice.The two formulae of giving brahmacaryopasthana-

sam
・
vr。ti found in the Bhiks・un・ı-vibhan

・
ga are almost identical. It is uncertain why the

 
same formula is repeated in the Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga. Note also that the two same

 
formulae are slightly different from those found in the Tibetan Ks

・
udraka-vastu and the

 
Tibetan Ekottarakarmasataka (n.27and n.28below).See also n.66below.

24）M.Schmidt(1994).The Sanskrit text was first edited by C.M.Ridding and L.de La
 

Vallee Poussin in1919(“A Fragment of the Sanskrit Vinaya:Bhiks
・
un
・
ıkarmavacana.”

Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies 1.3,123-143.)― Edgerton referenced this
 

first edition ― and was re-edited by M.Schmidt in 1993;cf.Schopen (2010:226).In
 

this paper,I have used the second edition.For the text,see n.32below.

25）The Mulasarvastivada-vinaya prescribes that female probationers (Skt.siks
・
aman

・
as)

be trained in these twelve rules for two years.For content of the twelve rules, see
 

Hirakawa(1982:34,n.17［cf.Heirman1997,47,n.77］;1998:556-557).For a compara-

tive table of their Chinese,Sanskrit,and Tibetan wording,see Chung (2006:8).

26）For the exact meaning of“taking formal possession,”see Kishino (2009).

27）The Nun-Who-Inquires-of-Postulant’s-Obstacles asks the female postulant a series
 

of questions about her physical “obstacles”to becoming a nun, i.e. her physical
 

conditions that would disqualify her for ordination.For each of the questions,see,for
 

convenience,Wei-chun’s translation of Yijing’s義浄 Ekottarakarmasataka:Wei-chun

(2007:15-16).

28）I translate the Tib.khyim na gnas pa (Skt.gr。ha-us・ita)and Tib.lo bcu gnyis lon pa

(Skt. dvadasa-vars
・
a) as “a married woman”and “twelve years old,”respectively,

throughout this paper.These translations are, however, particularly tentative.The
 

Skt. gr。ha-us・ita is a counterpart of the Pali gihı-gata, and it remains controversial 
what kind of woman is referred to by gihı-gata. See, among others, von Hinuber

(2008:esp.6-16);cf.Yijing’s義浄 translation (the Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga,T.1443,1004c9;

the Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-pratimoks

・
a,T.1455,514c6):“cengjia-nu 曾嫁女.”Hirakawa (1998:564)

asserts that cengjia-nu 曾嫁女 refers to the women who were married, especially
 

widows. There seems to be also a still ongoing controversy over the reference to

“twelve years”in the vinaya rules concerning the age limit for female ordination;that
 

is,it seems to remain uncertain whether the phrase refers to years of age or the length
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of marriage.See,Juo-Hsueh Shih (2000:479-496);cf.Kieffer-Pulz (2005).

29）This is a literal translation of the Ks
・
udraka-vastu (Derge6Da110b2-b5):de nas gsol

 
ba byos shig /gson cig ’phags ma’i dge’dun ma rnams /ming ’di zhes bgyi ba ’di

 
mkhan mo ming ’di zhes bgyi ba las bsnyen par rdzogs par ’tshal te/khyim na gnas

 
pa lo bcu gnyis lon pa’am /gzhon nu ma lo nyi shu tshang la chos gos lnga dang lhung

 
bzed du yang ldan /bar chad kyi chos rnams kyang yongs su gtsang ngo zhes bdag

 
nyid mchi ste/ming ’di zhes bgyi ba’di mkhan mo’i ming ’di zhes bgyi ste/’phags

 
ma’i dge’dun ma rnams la tshangs par spyad pa skyed pa’i sdom pa gsol na/de ste

’phags ma’i dge’dun ma rnams kyi dus la bab cing bzod na’phags ma’i dge’dun ma
 

rnams kyis gnong la /’phags ma’i dge’dun ma rnams kyi ming ’di zhes bgyi ba la
 

mkhan mo’i ming ’di zhes bgyi ste/de la tshangs par spyad pa skyed pa’i sdom pa stsol
 

cig /mkhan mo’i ming ’di zhes bgyi ste/’di ni gsol ba’o //.Cf.Tibetan Ekottara-

karmasataka(Derge4118,128b7-129a3):dge’dun ’phags ma rnams gsan du gsol/ming

’di zhes bgyi pa’di mkhan mo ming ’di zhes bgyi bas dge’dun las bsnyen par rdzogs
 

par ’tshal te/ming ’di zhes bgyi ba ’di mkhan mo ming ’di zhes bgyi bas dge’dun

’phags ma rnams las tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa gsol na/gal
 

te dge’dun ’phags ma rnams kyis dus la bab cing bzod na dge’dun ’phags ma rnams
 

kyis gnang bar mdzod cig dang /dge’dun ’phags ma rnams kyis ming ’di zhes bgyi
 

ba mkhan mo ming ’di zhes bgyi bas tshangs bar spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom
 

pa gsol to //’di ni gsol ba’o //;Yijing’s Ekottarakarmasataka (Taisho 1453,462b11

-18):“大徳尼僧伽, !此某甲,從 波駄耶某甲,求受近圓.是女人,年滿二十.五衣鉢具.父

母夫主,悉皆 許(有無之事,如前問知). 芻尼僧伽,已與二年,學六法六隨法.此於二年,已

學六法六隨法.某甲自言:‘遍淨無諸障法.’此某甲,今從 芻尼僧伽,乞受淨行本法.某甲為

波駄耶,若 芻尼僧伽,時至 者, 芻尼僧伽,應許. 芻尼僧伽,今與某甲,受淨行本法.某

甲為 波駄耶.”白如是.

30）Again,this is a literal translation of the Ks
・
udraka-vastu (Derge6Da110b5-111a2):

las kyang ’di bzhin bya’o //gson cig ’phags ma’i dge’dun ma rnams ...’phags ma’i
 

dge’dun ma rnams las ming ’di zhes bgyi ste/mkhan mo ming ’di zhes bgyi ste/de
 

la tshangs par spyad pa skyed pa’i sdom pa stsal bar gang la bzod pa de dag ni cang
 

ma gsungs shig /gang la mi bzod pa de dag ni gsungs shig /’phags ma’i dge’dun ma
 

rnams kyis ming ’di zhes bgyi ba la mkhan mo ming ’di zhes bgyi ste/de la tshangs
 

par spyad pa skyed pa’i sdom pa stsal te/’phags ma’i dge’dun ma rnams kyis bzod
 

cing gnang bas na cang mi gsung ste / de de bzhin du ’dzin to //. Cf. Tibetan

Ekottarakarmasataka (Derge4118,129a3-7):las ni ’di ltar bya ste/dge’dun ’phags
 

ma rnams gsan du gsol/...’phags ma gang dag ming ’di zhes bgyi ba la mkhan mo
 

ming ’di zhes bgyi bas tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa stsal bar bzod
 

pa de dag ni cang ma gsung sig /gang dag mi bzod pa de dag ni gsungs shig /dge
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’dun ’phags ma rnams kyis bzod cing gnang nas /dge ’dun ’phags ma rnams kyis
 

ming ’di zhes bgyi ba la /mkhan mo ming ’di zhes bas tshangs par spyod pa la nye
 

bar gnas pa’i sdom pa stsal lags te/’di ltar cang mi gsung bas de de bzhin tu ’dzin
 

to //;Yijing’s Ekottarakarmasataka (Taisho1453,462b18-29):次作 磨:“大徳尼僧伽,

!…若諸具壽, 與某甲,受淨行本法,某甲為 波駄耶者, 然.若不許者,説. 芻尼僧伽,

已與某甲受淨行本法,某甲為 波駄耶竟. 芻尼僧伽,已 許由.其 然故,我今如是持.”

31）Among others,the issue of whether the postulant has been completely trained in the
 

Six Rules (Skt.s
・
ad
・
-dharma)and Six Incidental Rules (Skt.s

・
ad
・
-anudharma)for two

 
years may primarily be associated with the giving of tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar

 
gnas pa’i sdom pa,which issue is also included in the questions of the postulant’s

 
physical obstacles.For further details,see n.66below.

32）One of these sources is the Vinayasutra by Gun
・
aprabha,which is a kind of digest

 
version of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya in the form of sutras. Another source is the

 
Vinayasutra-vr。tty-abhidhana-svavyakhyana, which is said to be one of the auto-

commentaries of the Vinayasutra by Gun
・
aprabha.Both texts are fully preserved in
 

Tibetan and partially preserved in Sanskrit.(Note that recently,a complete120folio
 

palm-leaf Sanskrit manuscript of the Vinayasutra was found in the Potala.Dr.Luo
 

Hong seems to be preparing a new edition of the Vinayasutra.Unfortunately,none of
 

the texts have been published yet.For the further details,see Luo［2007］).Therefore,

by comparing Sanskrit texts with their Tibetan translations, the correspondence
 

between Tibetan tshangs par spyod pa la gnas pa’i sdom pa and Sanskrit
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti may be confirmed:the Vinayasutra (Tib.Derge4117,11

b2,63a5;Skt.TaishoUniv.,1.571,3.76);the Vinayasutra-vr。tty-abhidhana-svavyakhyana

(Derge4119Zhu 48a6-b1;P.V.Bapat and V.V.Gokhale,52).Another source is the
 

Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-karmavacanamanuscript from Nepal.It is known to include the descriptions

 
of the ordination of nuns which are very similar to those preserved in the Ks

・
udraka-

vastu of the Tibetan Mulasarvastivada-vinaya;Roth(1970:5,102);cf.M.Schmidt(1994:

156-158);Chung (1998:420-421). Since the descriptions comprise almost the same
 

formula of the formal ecclesiastical act as I have cited above, the correspondence
 

between Tibetan tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa and Sanskrit
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti can again be confirmed;M.Schmidt(1993:255-256):tato

 
jnaptih

・
karttavya / sr。n・otv aryikasam・gha iyam evam・namika evann［ami］kaya upa-

dhyayikayaupasampatpreks
・
in
・
ıgr。hos・itadvadasavars・akumarikavaparipurn・n・avim・sativars・a

paripurn
・
n
・
am asyah

・
pancacıvaram

・
patran ca parisuddham antarayikair ddharmmair

 
atmanam

・
vadati seyam evam

・
namikaaryikasam

・
gha(dbra)hmacaryopasthanavr。tim・ yacate/

evannamikaya upadhyayikaya saced aryikasam
・
ghasya praptakalam

・
ks
・
amate ’nujanıyad

 
aryikasam

・
gho yad aryikasam

・
gha evam

・
namika(ya)brahmacaryopasthanasam

・
vr。tim・ dadyad
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evannamikaya upadhyayikayety es
・
a jnaptih

・
/ evan ca karmma karttavyam

・
/ sr。n・otv 

aryikasam
・
gha...yasam aryikan

・
am
・
ks
・
amate ennamikaya brahmacaryopasthanasam

・
vr。tim・

datum
・
evannamikayaupadhyayikaya tas tus

・
n
・
ıyasan na ks

・
amate ta bha［s

・
a］ntam /iyam

・

prathama karmmavacana /evam
・
dvitaya tr。tıya karmmavacana vaktavya /datta aryi-

kasam
・
ghena evannamikaya brahmacaryopasthanasam

・
vr。ttir evannamikaya upadhyayikaya

［ks
・
a］ntam anu［jna］tam

・
sam

・
ghena yasmat tus

・
n
・
ım evam etad dharayami /Frances

 
Wilson translated this formula in Paul (1979:91-92), based on the first edition of

 
Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-karmavacana.Wilson seems to have paid little attention to sam

・
vr。ti in the

 
brahmacaryopasthana-sam

・
vr。ti,since she translated it as“observance of chastity.”It may

 
also be noted that according to this formula in Sanskrit,the resolution involves three

 
proclamations,unlike those prescribed in the Ks

・
udraka-vastu in Tibetan and the two

Ekottarakarmasatakas (n.30above).

33）See also his BHSG (2.30).

34）Hirakawa (1995:425-426).

35）The Shisong lu十誦律 (T.1435［23］131c23-132b29);cf.Simson(2000:302,n.2).The
 

method of performing the formal act(xuejia jiemo學家 磨)is also described in detail
 

there(132a11-18).In the word-analysis following the description of the formal act,

“xuejia 學家”is explained as the devout householder who has attained the first

pratipada (132b23:學家者,得初道家),that is,the one who has set out for the sake of
 

realizing the fruit of the Stream-winner (Skt.srota-apatti);cf.Hirakawa (1995:427).

36）See n.32above.

37）Cf.Mvy.(Sakaki:8646);Clarke(2004:n.96).

38）Derge5,80b4-81a6.Cf.Yijing’s義浄 translation (T.1443［23］931a20-b29):bulijing
 

fa不禮敬法.

39）The counterpart to saiks
・
a-sam

・
vr。ti in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya appears as

 
siks

・
a-sam

・
vr。ti in Sanskrit (Banerjee,1977:46-47;GMNAI vol.I,p.248［fol.26r］),bslab

 
pa’i sdom pa in Tibetan (Derge3Nya 232a2-5),and xuejia-jiemo學家 磨 in Yijing’s

義浄Chinese translation(T.1442［23］900b7-11).For the Tibetan and Chinese transla-

tions of avadanarha-sam
・
vr。ti,see n.38above.The equivalence of Skt.avadanarha-sam・-

vr。ti ＝ Tib.phyag bya ba’i ’os ma yin pa’i sdom pa may be confirmed again in the
 

Vinayasutra (Derge4117,86a1＝ Taisho Univ.10.123).

40）The Matr。ka of the Uttaragrantha (Derge 7Pa 239b7-240a1). The Matr。ka of the
 

Mulasarvastivada-vinaya is not preserved in Yijing’s義浄 translation.As Clarke(2004:

esp. 102-113)notes, however, there are close parallels between the Matr。ka of the
 

Mulasarvastivada-vinaya (Derge7Pa 233b4-310a6)and one section of the Sapoduo-bu
 

pinimodeleqie薩婆多部毘尼摩得勒伽 (T.1441［23］593b21-605a4),in which smyon pa’i
 

sdom pa is expressed as kuangren jiem 狂人 磨 (T.1441［23］595b9-10).
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41）The Ks
・
udraka-vastu (Derge6Tha62a4-63a2,63a2-63b7).Cf.Yijing’s義浄 translation

(T.1451［24］:229c8-28;229c29-230a5):xuzhang jiemo畜杖 磨;sdom pa of the net bag
 

is not referred to with any specific title in Yijing’s translation (網絡...廣如畜杖).

42）The Ks
・
udraka-vastu (Derge6Da144a3-145a1).Cf.Yijing’s義浄 translation(T.1451

［24］360b25-c24):yuzi tongyishixiu jiemo 與子同一室宿 磨.

43）The Nidana of the Uttaragrantha (Derge 7Pa 131a5-132b1).Clarke (2014:194, n.

117)briefly refers to this sdom pa and translates it as“permission to partake［of food,

etc.］in union with relatives.”His translation of sdom pa as“permission”seems to be
 

quite reasonable.Cf.Yijing’s 義浄 translation (T.1452［24］432c14-433a10):qingzu
 

bianzuo wangxuan zhuzhi jiemo 親族邊作往還住止 磨.

44）The Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga(Derge5,280b4-281b4;285a2-b6).Cf.Yijing’s義浄 translation

(T.1443［23］1004a22-b27;1005b10-c21):xuzhong jiemo 畜衆 磨;wuxian xuzhong fa

無限畜衆法.

45）The Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga (Derge5,282a5-283b3;287a6-288a2).Cf.the Ks

・
udraka-vastu

(Derge6Da 107a4-108a4);Yijing’s Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga (1005b1-9):zhengxue-fa正學法;

Vises
・
amitra’s Vinaya-sam

・
graha (Tib.Derge4105,237b2≒ Chin.Taisho1458,596b6):

chos drug dang rjes su mthun pa’i chos drug la bslab pa’i sdom pa≒正學法.Negi(s.v.

sdom pa)notes that this sdom pa appears as an attested equivalent for Skt.sam
・
vr。ti

 
in the Vinayasutra:sbyin pa ni bslab pa’i sdom pa zhes bya bas so＝ siks

・
asam

・
vr。ttir iti

 
danam /(Derge4117,11b1-2＝ TaishoUniv.1.569).The Vinayasutra-vr。tty-abhidhana-

svavyakhyana also allows us to attest that this sdom pa is a translation of Skt.sam
・
vr。ti

(Derge4119Shu 49a6.7＝ P.V.Bapat & V.V.Gokhale,52):Tib.de’i ’og tu bslab pa
 

brjod par bya’o zhes bya ba ni bslab pa’i sdom pa sbyin pa’di’i rjes la bslab pa brjod
 

par bya ba ni chos drug dang /rjes su mthun pa’i chos drug ste/＝ Skt.“anantaram
 

asya siks
・
otkırtanam” asya siks

・
asam

・
vr。tidanasya anantaram・ siks

・
ayah

・
utkırtanam:

s
・
an
・
n
・
am
・
dharman

・
am
・
,s
・
an
・
n
・
am
・
anudharman

・
am //.Here we see that the phrases“bslab
 

pa’i sdom pa(siks
・
a-sam

・
vr。ti)”and“chos drug dang rjes su mthun pa’i chos drug ( s・ad・-

dharma-s
・
ad
・
anudharma) appear separately, and do not combine into one long

 
compound.This may suggest that the phrase“bslab pa’i sdom pa (siks

・
a-sam

・
vr。ti)”is

 
a fixed compound and the phrase“lo gnyis su chos drug dang rjes su mthun pa’i chos

 
drug”simply modifies that compound.

46）See,for example,Mvy.(Sakaki:7010).

47）For the Sanskrit text,see immediately below;cf.n.54.

48）Kieffer-Pulz (1992:esp.366-371).

49）Hu-von Hinuber (1994:esp.198-199).

50）See,for example,smyon pa’i gnang ba in the Pos
・
adha-vastu (Hu-von Hinuber,1994:

77.2［not preserved in Skt.］;smyos pa’i gnang pa ＝ unmattaka-sam
・
vr。ti in the
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Vinayasutra (Derge4117,57a6,82b1＝ TaishoUniv.,2.2461,9.51［smyos pa’i gnang ba
 

thob pas ni mi mthun pa nyid du mi ’gyur ro //＝ bhavati sam
・
vr。tair unmattakenapy

 
agratvam /;smyos pa’i gnang ba phyag mi bya ba dang mi smra ba dang longs mi

 
spyad pa dang gtsug lag khang gi sdom pa dag ni mngon sum du ma gyur par ro//＝

asam
・
mukhıbhutasya viharo unmattakavandananalapanasam

・
bhogasam

・
vr。tayah・ /］);’khor

 
ba dang ’khor mang po nye bar gzhag pa’i gnang ba ＝ pars

・
ad-anala-(sic.)-pars

・
ad-

upasthapana-sam
・
vr。ti in the Vinayasutra (Derge411752a3;82a2＝ TaishoUniv.,2.2247;

9.27); ’khar ba’i gnang ba ＝ dan
・
d
・
a-sam

・
vr。ti in the Vinayasutra (Derge 4117, 97

a7-b1 ＝ Taisho Univ. 17.333［gnang ba thob pas ’khar ba’o ＝ labdhasam
・
vr。tih・

dan
・
d
・
am./］).Note also that the permission given through a formal ecclesiastical act

 
to a monk who wishes to leave during the rain’s retreat is expressed as zhag bzhi bcu’i

 
gnang ba in the Tibetan Ekottarakarmasataka (Derge4118,216b3-217a3)and as zhag

 
bzhi bcu’i sdom pa in the Upali-paripr。ccha (Derge7Na 254b3).

51）For previous studies that note the existence of two Uttaragranthas,see Clarke(2001:

n.13).Apart from the studies referred to there,Matsumura (1996:n.1)also notes
 

relatively early that two Uttaragranthas have come down to us in Tibetan translation.

52）Kishino (2006:384).

53）Cf.The Vinaya-vibhan
・
ga (Derge3Cha 265a2＝ T.1442［23］773b28-29):yang dge

 
slong gang gang zag rdzogs par ma bsnyen pa la gnas ngan len gyi ltung ba brjod na

 
dge’dun gyis gnang ba ma gtogs te ltung byed do //＝ 若復 芻,知他 芻,有麁 罪,

向未近圓人説,除僧 磨,波逸底迦.

54）GMNAI Vol.I,p.242［fol.21v］.(An indecipherable but clear curved-line appears
 

on the top of the aks
・
ara“pa”in the manuscript.Since there is a trace of erasure right

 
above the aks

・
ara“pa,”the curved-line seems to be a remnant of the erased aks

・
aras on

 
the second line;cf. Banerjee (1977:32):payantika). This is the Sanskrit text that

 
Kieffer-Pulz (1992)referred to as suggesting the equivalence of Skt.sam

・
vr。ti ＝ Tib.

sdom pa;cf.n.48above.

55）The reference to the giving of brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti as“ordination”may be

 
discredited in a technical sense.The Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya

 
defines the attainment of female ordination as the completion of the resolution with

 
three proclamations(Tib.Derge5,49a4;Chin.T.1453［23］913c22-23;cf.Sujato2012,

157esp. n.67),whereas the Tibetan Ks
・
udraka-vastu and both Tibetan and Chinese

Ekottarakaramasatakas establish the giving of brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti as accom-

plished by the resolution with a single proclamation;cf. Chung (2006:6-7). Note,

however, that the formula preserved in the Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-karmavacana manuscript from

 
Nepal prescribes that the resolution of giving brahmacaryopasthana-sam

・
vr。ti involve

 
three proclamations.For the Sanskrit text,see n.32above.
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56）Recently,Kieffer-Pulz (2010:n.4)briefly referred to the brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
-

vr。ti. She translated it as “the allowance (sam・vr。ti)to enter the holy life,”and ex-

plained that “brahmacaryopasthanasam
・
vr。ti corresponds to the Theravada tradition’s

 
vut

・
t
・
hanasammuti, ‘agreement as to ordination.”’(Almost the same translation and

 
explanation are found in Husken& Kieffer-Pulz (2011:261;271,n.44)).Her transla-

tion of sam
・
vr。ti as“allowance”also makes sense.

57）The rules of the payantika-offense are not numbered consecutively but divided into
 

several groups in both Tibetan and Yijing’s 義浄 Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
gas. Each of the

 
groups begins with a summary verse(Skt.uddana).The numbering“17-2nd”provided

 
here means the second rule of the17th uddana group.This17-2nd rule does not appear

 
in Yijing’s義浄 version.It preserves,instead,the rule that concerns the Six Rules(Skt.

s
・
ad
・
-dharma)and Six Incidental Rules (Skt. s

・
ad
・
-anudharma)and does not refer to

 
brahmacaryopasthana-sam

・
vr。ti (T.1443［23］1006c17-18):若復 芻尼,知童女年滿二十,不

與二歳學六法六隨法, 即受近圓者, 波逸底迦. Sakurabe (1928: 208［816］) notes the
 

obvious differences in wording between the Tibetan and Yijing’s義浄Chinese versions
 

of the Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan・ga of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya,and suggests that the manu-

scripts used by Yijing were not identical to those used by Tibetan translators.The
 

difference between the two rules that I mentioned here may be a good example of the
 

discrepancy between the two versions of the Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan・ga.It should also be noted

 
that the rule I have quoted from the Tibetan Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga is not preserved in the

 
Tibetan Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-pratimoks

・
a.This is also often the case with these two Tibetan texts.

Schopen (2004:180-181),for example,also notes that a rule included in the Tibetan
 

Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan・ga is not found in the Tibetan Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-pratimoks

・
a in his discussion

 
about the significant variety among extant Mulasarvastivada-vinaya texts for nuns.

58）Derge5,288b2-3.It might also be noted that the formula of formal ecclesiastical
 

acts of giving brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti once again appears before the Buddha’s
 

establishment of this rule(Derge5,288a4;cf.Than2007:333［For his reference to the
 

Peking Kanjur number“P.1033”read“P.1034.”］).

59）The Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan・ga (Derge5,288b1-2):de nas sbom dga’mos tshangs par spyad

 
pa nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa ma gsol bar bsnyen par rdzogs par byed pa na ...“Then,

since Sthulananda ordained［a woman］without asking for brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
-

vr。ti［of the community］...”

60）The Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga (Derge5,288b4):ma gsol bar zhes bya ba ni dge ’dun las

 
so //“In regard to the phrase ma gsol bar,it is［asked］of the community.”

61）See,for example,the Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga (Derge5,281b1;285b6;290a6).

62）As Schopen (2008:232)suggests,the compound“sarvastivadi-mula (Tib.thams cad
 

yod par smra ba’i rtsa ba)”in the title may be interpreted in several ways.It should
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be noted,however,that Tokuoka(1960:65)pointed out that Taranatha(1575-ca.1635

CE),a famous Tibetan scholarly monk who visited India,used Tib.gzhi and rtsa ba
 

to express school names in his History of Buddhism in India,and his usage of the two
 

terms seems to be not arbitrary but rather systematic:while gzhi is used as a prefix,

rtsa ba is used as a suffix,as in dge’dun phar chen pa’i sde pa rtsa ba(Mula-maha-

sam
・
ghika),gnas brtan pa’i sde pa rtsa ba(Mula-sthavira),and gnas ma’i sde pa rtsa

 
ba (Mula-vatsıputrıya). Cf. Teramoto (1928:363-364);Chimpa & Chattopadhyaya

(1970:339-340).This may suggest that Skt.sarvastivadi-mula (Tib.thams cad yod par
 

smra ba’i rtsa ba)in the title is simply a variant of Skt.mula-sarvastivada (Tib.gzhi
 

thams cad yod par smra ba).

63）For a concise reference to the characteristics of the Sarvastivadi-mula-bhiks
・
un
・
ı-

pratimoks
・
a-sutra-vr。tti,see Schopen (2004:180-184);cf.Schopen (2008:232).

64）Schopen (2008:232-233);Clarke(2014:225,n.138).The close relationship between
 

the Ārya-sarvastivadi-mula-bhiks
・
un
・
ı-pratimoks

・
a-sutra-vr。tti and the Tibetan Bhiks・un・ı-

vibhan
・
ga may be highlighted by a series of approximately twenty rules of the

 
payantika-offense regarding female ordination that are commonly preserved in several

 
Mulasarvastivada-vinaya texts for nuns.See Appendix.

65）Derge4112,132b6-133a1.

66）This rule, unlike that of the Ārya-sarvastivadi-mula-bhiks
・
un
・
ı-pratimoks

・
a-sutra-vr。tti,

concerns only unmarried women who are over twenty,and does not refer to“married”

women who are less than“twelve years old.”Therefore,it is unclear what happens in
 

the case of them.It is true that the15-4th rule of the payantika-offense in the Tibetan
 

Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga has similar wording and concerns only“married”women who are

 
more than“twelve years old.”This rule,however,seems to forbid the withholding not

 
of brahmacaryopasthana-sam

・
vr。ti,but of siks・a-sam・vr。ti of the Six Rules and Six Inciden-

tal Rules.After all,the Tibetan Bhiks
・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga seems― very oddly― to make no

 
mention of the case where“married”women who are more than“twelve years old”

have been ordained without previously receiving the brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti.It

 
might also be noted that before the Buddha established this rule,he mentioned how

 
to give siks

・
a-sam

・
vr。ti of the Six Rules and Six Incidental Rules and brahmacaryopa-

sthana-sam
・
vr。ti,which once again includes the formulae of both formal ecclesiastical

 
acts (Derge5,282b6-283b2;283b3-284a6;cf.Than 2004:333［For “P.1033”read “P.

1034.”］).Thus,we see that the same formula of giving brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti

 
appears twice in total in the Tibetan Bhiks

・
un
・
ı-vibhan

・
ga(i.e.at15-4th and17-2nd rules

 
of the payantika-offense).These two same formulae,unlike those found in the Tibetan

 
Ks
・
udraka-vastu and the Tibetan Ekottarakarmasataka,concern only whether or not the

 
postulant satisfies the requirement in regard to the Six Rules and Six Incidental Rules,
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and do not refer to the other physical obstacles at all. In fact, before the Buddha
 

taught these formulae,he indicated that the postulant who has been fully trained in
 

the Six Rules and Six Incidental Rules for two years could receive the
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti (Derge 5, 288a2; 288b3). This may suggest that

 
successfully completing the two years’training in the Six Rules and Six Incidental

 
Rules is more important for postulants’receiving the brahmacaryopasthana-sam

・
vr。ti

 
than any other physical obstacle.

67）Note that there is no explicit reference to the invalidity of an ordination that has
 

been carried out without the giving of brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti  in the

 
Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.Rather,there is one question-and-answer between Upali and

 
the Buddha in the Uttaragrantha which may be interpreted as authorizing such an

 
ordination.See n.71below.

68）Hirakawa (1998:346).

69）It remains uncertain, at least to me, why this consent is titled “brahmacarya-

upasthana”and what it precisely means. Several earlier studies suggest that Skt.

brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti is essentially the same as vut・t・hana-sam・muti in the Pali 

Vinaya(see n.8and n.56above).It seems that the term vut
・
t
・
hana in this Pali compound

 
may be interpreted as“ordination”;PTSD (s.v.vut

・
t
・
hana);Juo-Hsueh Shih (2000:389

-390),or more flexibly as“sponsoring for ordination”;Norman(2001:132).It is also
 

known that in the context of the rituals of Jain texts,uvat
・
t
・
havan

・
a-(Skt.upasthapana-)

can mean “ordination”; Sakamoto (2014:342). It seems, however, that the term
 

upasthana in the Skt.compound brahmacarya-upasthana does not mean“ordination”or

“sponsoring for ordination,”since there is clearly a case-relation between brahmacarya
 

and upasthana,and brahmacarya-upasthana seems to make little sense as a tatpurus
・
a

 
compound if we take the second element (upasthana) to signify “ordination”or

“sponsoring for ordination.”Monier-Williams(s.v.upasthana),for example,gives“the
 

act of placing one’s self near to;going near to (in order to worship),attendance”for
 

upasthana.If we read upasthana in this sense,we may interpret brahmacarya-upasthana
 

as“being close to brahmacarya;attending to brahmacarya.”On the other hand,if we
 

consider the Tibetan rendering skyed pa in tshangs par spyod pa skyed pa found in the
 

Tibetan Ks
・
udraka-vastu as emphasizing the meaning of Skt.upasthana,we may take

 
brahmacaryaupasthana to mean “generation/production/growth of brahmacarya,”

according to, for example, Jaschke (s.v. skyed pa):“1. to generate, procreate,2. to
 

produce,form,cause,3.to cause to germinate or grow.”In fact,the Vinayasutra-vr
・
tty-

abhidhana-svavyakhyana explains that the Tibetan nye bar gnas pa (Skt.upasthana)is
 

a synonym for Tib.nye bar skye bar byed pa (Skt.upajanana)(Derge4119,49b2-3＝

P.V.Bapat&V.V.Gokhale,52):de la nye bar gnas pa ni nye bar skye(Peking:skyes)
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bar byed pa’o //＝ tasyopasthanam
・
upajananam

・
.A similar explanation is found in a

 
commentary of the Ks

・
udraka-vastu extant only in Tibetan, Śılapalita’s Āgama-

ks
・
udrakavyakhyana (Derge4115,136a6-7):tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i

 
sdom pa zhes bya ba la/...de la nye bar gnas pa ni nye bar bskyed pa ste/.Whether

 
the Skt.upasthana in brahmacarya-upasthana simply means“being close to;attending

 
to,”or is a synonym for upajanana,it is likely that the consent has something to do

 
with brahmacarya, or celibacy. Given that a female probationer (Skt. siks

・
aman

・
a)

receives brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti after she has completed the two years’training

 
in the twelve rules specifically for them (i.e.,Six Rules and Six Incidental Rules),the

 
term brahmacarya in the title would sound reasonable if the rules established in the

 
Mulasarvastivada-vinaya regulated the female probationers’practice of brahmacarya,

just like those in the Pali Vinaya, the Sifen lu四分律 (a vinaya text of the Dharma-

guptakas), and the Shisong lu 十誦律 (a vinaya text of the Sarvastivadins). Oddly
 

enough, however, the Six Rules and Six Incidental Rules of the Mulasarvastivada-

vinaya do not include any regulation regarding brahmacarya:Hirakawa(1964:506-510;

1998:553-560).Therefore,the reason why the title of the consent includes the term

“brahmacarya”is all the more unclear.It is possible,of course,that the term“brahma-

carya”in the title is not derived from female probationers’training but simply
 

indicates their practice as nuns. Even if the latter is the case, however, another
 

difficult question may arise:why is the consent specific to female probationers named
 

after brahmacarya,which should be conducted by Buddhist practitioners?It is also
 

possible that the term “brahmacarya” does not mean “celibacy.” Śılapalita’s
 

Āgamaks
・
udrakavyakhyana,for example,explains that brahmacarya signifies“practice

 
for the sake of nirvan

・
a,i.e.ordination”(Derge4115,136a6-7):tshangs pa ni mya ngan

 
las’das pa yin la/de’i don gyi spyod pa ni tshangs par spyod pa ste bsnyen par rdzogs

 
pa yin no//.(Same explanation is found in Bu ston’s Las brgya rtsa gcig gi rnam par

 
bshad pa cho ga’i gsla la byed,Fol.111a［Serial no.951］3-4.For this text,see n.78

below).This explanation may seem to make sense, since it enables us to interpret
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vrt
・
i as“the consent that the probationer is close to ordina-

tion.”The synonym brahmacarya for upasam
・
pad(a) “ordination,”however, is not

 
immediately confirmed in any other vinaya sources.Therefore,it remains uncertain

 
why the term brahmacarya is used in the consent, instead of upasam

・
pad(a), a more

 
common term for ordination. After all, it is unclear where the title brahmacarya-

upasthana comes from and what it refers to.

70）It should also be noted that the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya prescribes that when female
 

novices (Skt.sraman
・
erikas)start the two years of training in the Six Rules and Six

 
Incidental Rules as female probationers (Skt. siks

・
aman

・
as), they should be given
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siks
・
a-sam

・
vr。ti (Tib.bslab pa’i sdom pa)of the Six Rules and the Six Incidental Rules

 
through a formal  ecclesiastical  act. Taking  this into consideration, the

 
Mulasarvastivada-vinaya seems to suggest that female novices become known as

 
female probationers(Skt.siks

・
aman

・
as)by receiving siks

・
a-sam

・
vr。ti of the Six Rules and

 
the Six Incidental Rules, and advance to candidacy for nuns (Skt. bhiks

・
un
・
ıs) by

 
receiving brahmacaryopasthana-sam

・
vr。ti.

71）Note,however,that a question-and-answer between Upali and the Buddha found in
 

the so-called Upali-paripr。ccha of the Uttaragrantha may suggest that the Buddha
 

authorized such ordinations as valid (Derge7Na 240a2-3):btsun pa dge slob ma dge
 

slong gi las kyis bsnyen par rdzgos par bgyis na bsnyen par rdzogs pa zhes bgyi’am /

u pali bsnyen par rdzogs pa zhes bya ste/bsnyen par rdzgos par byed pa rnams ni’das
 

pa bcas pa’o /“‘Reverend,if a female probationer (Skt.siks
・
aman

・
a)is fully ordained

 
by monks’formal ecclesiastical act,［should it be］deemed as full ordination?’Upali,

it should be deemed as full ordination.Those who have ordained［her］come to have
 

a fault.”’Cf. Tsering (2010: 169). The phrase dge slong gi las “monks’formal
 

ecclesiastical act”seems to signify the ritual of male ordination. Given that male
 

ordination does not require the giving of the brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti at all,this

 
question-and-answer may be taken as indicating that the ordination of female proba-

tioners who have not been given brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti is valid, though the

 
monks who ordained them become guilty.This may suggest that if only monks were

 
brave enough to take risks―most likely low ones― in ordaining women, valid

 
female ordination would be much easier and more common.In fact,there may have

 
been such brave monks;Havnevik (1989:210, n. 37):“Here (i.e. Acharya Tashi

 
Tsering and Philippa Russell,“An Account of the Buddhist Ordination of Women,”

Cho-Yang Vol.1no.1)they maintain that there is evidence that from the twelfth
 

century a few Tibetan lamas gave the bhiks
・
un
・
ıordination to Tibetan nuns without the

 
assistance of bhiks

・
un
・
ıs.”Clarke(2010:235)also notes another,very similar question-

and-answer found in the Upali-paripr。ccha of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya which sug-

gests that nuns could be fully ordained without the presence of other nuns.

72）It is well known that the Tibetan Buddhist tradition has paid more attention to
 

Gun
・
aprabha’s Vinayasutra than to the canonical vinaya texts;Finnegan(2010:esp.195,n

1;196,n3;199).This might be another reason for the unreasonable significance given
 

to tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa,since the Vinayasutra includes
 

a sutra that may read in such a way that emphasizes the significance of tshangs par
 

spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa (brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti):Tib. (Derge

4117,11b2):tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa ma thob par bsnyen par
 

rdzogs par mi ’gyur ro //＝ Skt.(TaishoUniv.1.571):nalabdhabrahmacaryopasthana-
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sam
・
vr。ter upasam・pat /“For the one who has not obtained brahmacaryopasthana-sam・vr。ti,

there is no upasam
・
pad.”The term upasam

・
pad(a)is often used in Buddhist texts as a
 

technical term meaning “ordination,”and therefore, this sutra may suggest that
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti is a requirement for full ordination.Note,however,that

 
the interpretation of this sutra seems to be open to further discussion.The comments

 
on this sutra,for example,found in the Vinayasutra-vr。tty-abhidhana-svavyakhyana,said

 
to be one of the auto-commentaries of the Vinayasutra by Gun

・
aprabha himself,begin

 
with this passage:Tib.(Derge4119Shu 49b2):tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas

 
pa’i sdom pa ma thob par bsnyen par rdzogs par mi ’gyur ro zhes bya ba la /’dir

 
bsnyen par rdzogs pa ni tshangs par spyod pa’o //＝ Skt. (P. V. Bapat & V. V.

Gokhale,52):na alabdhabrahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。teh・ upasam

・
pad //upasam

・
pad atra

 
brahmacaryam. “In regard to the sutra: ‘For the one who has not obtained

 
brahmacaryopasthana-sam

・
vr。ti, there is no upasam・pad,’the term upasam・pad here sig-

nifies brahmacarya.”Here we see that the commentary seems to interpret the term
 

upasam
・
pad as referring to brahmacarya.That is to say,the commentary may suggest

 
that the term upasam

・
pad is used in the sutra not in the technical sense of“ordination,”

but rather in a general sense of“attainment”(e.g.,BHSD s.v.upasam
・
pad):“In regard

 
to the sutra:‘For the one who has not obtained brahmacaryopasthana-sam

・
vr。ti,there is

 
no attainment,’the term‘attainment’there signifies［the attainment］of brahmacarya.”

Note also that even if Gun
・
aprabha interpreted brahmacaryopasthana-sam

・
vr。ti to be as

 
crucial for female ordination as Tibetan Buddhists thought, it might be merely his

 
own interpretation.That is, it may be no more than an idea of a Buddhist scholar

 
living in medieval India.There is no doubt that Gun

・
aprabha is a great vinaya master

 
and his Vinayasutra is a valuable digest version of the enormous canonical vinaya text.

There is also no doubt,however,that the canonical vinaya texts are as important as
 

secondary scholarly texts to understand the contents of the vinaya texts.

73）Bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo (s.v. tshangs spyod nyer gnas kyi sdom pa):“dge
 

slong ma’i sdom pa dngos ma blangs sngon la ’bog pa’i sdom pa zhig ste/dge slob
 

ma’i sdom pa dang rdzas rigs gcig pa bar ma’i tshul khrims so.浄行近住戒.未正受比

丘尼戒前所受之戒律,即与正学女戒同体之中間戒.”Cf.Tsedroen & Analayo (2013:757-

758, n. 50). The source on which this explanation is based is uncertain, since, as
 

Schopen (2010:228)notes,this dictionary does not cite its sources or give references
 

for its entries.

74）See n.11above.

75）See,for example,BHSD (s.v.sam
・
vara).

76）For the discussion of sam
・
vara found in the Abhidharmakosabhas

・
a, see, recently,

Hakamaya (2011),with much caution regarding his explanation of the Nidana and
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the Muktaka of the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.Although it may be expected that sam
・
vara

 
would also be discussed in detail in canonical vinaya texts,such discussion― or even

 
the term sam

・
vara itself or its Tibetan/Chinese equivalent (sdom pa/律儀) ― is

 
uncommon. In the Pravrajya-vastu “Chapter on entering the religious life”of the

 
Mulasarvastivada-vinaya extant in Tibetan,for example,only two-sam

・
vara compounds

 
appear merely four times in total:dge bsnyen gyi sdom pa (Derge1Ka49a3;49a6;72

b3)and dge tshul gyi sdom pa (Derge1Ka 51a5),both of which are attested in the
 

Vinayasutra-vr。tty-abhidhana-svavyakhyana (P.V.Bapat and V.V.Gokhale,6;5)as Skt.

upasaka-sam
・
vara and sraman

・
era-sam

・
vara,respectively.

77）For the significance of sdom pa(Skt.sam
・
vara)in the Tibetan Tantric tradition,see,

at least,Sobisch (2002:esp.9-19).Note that Sobisch also translates Tib.sdom pa as

“vow.”

78）Note that Bu ston Rin chen ’grub (1290-1364CE)might have made that incorrect
 

inference.In his Las brgya rtsa gcig gi rnam par bshad pa cho ga’i gsal la byed,which
 

is, according to Tohoku Catalogue (No.5187), “a commentory on the Ekottara-

karmasataka by Gun
・
aprabha,”he mentions several Skt. sam

・
vr。ti s including Skt.

brahmacaryopasthana-s. that are found in the Mulasarvastivada-vinaya. He refers to
 

sam
・
vr。ti in brahmacaryopasthana-s.as Tib.sdom pa,while referring to the other sam・vr。ti s 

as Tib.gnang bas: ... yul dbus su dge slong ma’i sdom pa sbyin pa dang /tshangs
 

spyod la nyer gnas kyi  sbyin pa dang /’khor dang ’khor mang po ’jog pa’i
 

sbyin pa la dge slong ma bcu gnyis su tshang ba dang ...(fol.4b4-5);...nad
 

pa la snam sbyar dang mi ’bral ba’i gnang /lo drug ma lon par stan byed pa’i gnang
 

ba sbyin pa dang /dge slong ma la’khor dang ’khor mang po’jog pa’i  sbyin
 

pa gnyis dang /’khor ba’i  dang dra ba’i  dang /de gnyis ka’i
 

tshig gcig gis sbyin pa dang /dge slong ma bu dang lhan cig khyim gcig tu nyal ba’i
 

sbyin pa dang /mu ge’i tshe dge slong ma nye du dang lhan cig ’dres pa’i
 

byin pa dang /dbyar nang du mtshams kyi phyi rol du ’gro ba la zhag
 

bzhi bcu’i gnang ba sbyin pa dang /....(fol.10a7-b1).Here we see that Bu-ston refers
 

to all sam
・
vr。ti s but brahmacaryopasthana-s. as gnang bas, though they are, as we

 
already saw above, expressed as sdom pas in the Tibetan Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.

There is a passage, moreover, that  may imply that  Bu-ston thought
 

brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti for a sort of sam・vara: ... sbyin pa’i las /mi mthun pa’i 

las gnyis kyi dang po la/dge tshul la bsnyen rdzogs kyi sdom pa sbyin pa dang /dge
 

tshul ma la bslab pa’i sdom pa sbyin pa dang /dge slob ma la tshangs spyod la nyer
 

gnas kyi sdom pa dang /de la dge slong ma’i bsnyen par rdzogs pa’i sdom pa sbyin
 

pa dang /... (fol.16a1.3).Here we see that brahmacaryopasthana-sam
・
vr。ti as well as

 
siks

・
a-sam

・
vr。ti of the Six Rule and the Six Incidental Rules is referred to along with the
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so-called“bhiks
・
u-sam

・
vara”and“bhiks

・
un
・
ı-sam

・
vara.”These passages may suggest that

 
Bu-ston distinguished Tib.sdom pa(Skt.sam

・
vara)from Tib.gnang ba (Skt.sam

・
vr。ti),

and regarded tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa as a sort of sam
・
vara.

If this is the case,it may be possible that the misinterpretation of Tib.sdom pa in the
 

tshangs par spyod pa la nye bar gnas pa’i sdom pa as a translation of Skt.sam
・
vara

 
traces back to the13th/14th century CE at the latest.

79）In fact,such translational variations are not rare,at least in the Mulasarvastivada-

vinaya. Schopen (2004:162-168), for example, notes that the well-known technical
 

Buddhist phrase daks
・
ın
・
am a dis (“directing the reward of one’s gift”),for which a

 
typical Tibetan translation might be yon bshad pa, is sometimes translated as sbyin

 
pa’i yon bsngo and sbyin rabs bsgrag pa in the Tibetan Mulasarvastivada-vinaya.
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Appendix:A series of -offenses of female ordination in the  texts for nuns
 

Topic  Chin.BP & BV (T.1455
& T.1443)

Tib.BP (D4) Tib.BV (D5) BPSV (D4112)

Ordination by those who have
 

been nuns for less than 12years
 
no. 11-6 (514c2―) &
no.106(1004a10―)

no.73(18b6) no.15-1(280a5―) no.108(130b6―)

To take a pupil without
pars･adupasthana-sam･vr。ti

 
no. 11-7 (514c3―) &
no.107(1004a22―)

no.74(18b6―) no.15-2(280b4―) no.109(131a3―)

To ordain a “married” woman
 

who is under“12years old”
no. 11-8 (514c5―) &
no.108(1004b29―)

no.76(18b7―) no.15-3(281b4―) no.110(131a6―)

To ordain a “married” woman
 

who is over“12years old”without
 

siks･a-sam･vr。ti of the12Rules
 

no. 11-9 (514c6―) &
no.109(1005b1―)

no.78(19a1) no.15-4(282a5―) no.111(131b1―)

To pay little attention to many
 

pupils
― ― no.16-1(284b5―) ―

To take many pupils without
anala-(sic―)-pars･adupasthana-
sam･vr。ti

 
no.11-10(514c8―)&
no.110(1005b10―)

no.75(18b7) no.16-2(285a2―) no.112(131b5―)

To initiate an emotionally
 

disturbed woman
― no.86(19a6) ― ―

To initiate a pregnant woman  no.12-1(514c12―)&
no.111(1005c25―)

no.87(19a7) no.16-3(286a1―) no.113(132a1―)

Not to give pupils instructions  no.12-2(514c14―)&
no.112(1006a6―)

no.92(19b1―) no.16-4(286a5―) no.114(132a2―)

Not to provide pupils with
 

necessities
― no.90(19a7―) no.16-5(286b1―) no.115(132a5―)

Not to give pupils shelter in a
 

nunnery
 

no.12-3(514c14―)&
no.113(1006a20―)

― ― ―

Not to lead an ordained woman to
 

escape from her husband’s pursuit
 
no.12-4(514c16―)&
no.114(1006b4―)

no.91(19b1) no.16-6(286b4―) no.116(132a6―)

To ordain an unmarried woman
 

under 20
no.12-5(514c17―)&
115(1006b26―)

no.77(19a1) no.17-1(287a3―) no.117(132b1―)

To ordain an unmarried woman
 

under 20without siks･a-sam･vr。ti of 
the12Rules

 
no.12-6(514c19―)&
no.116(1006c11―)

no.79(19a2―) ― ―

To ordain an unmarried woman
 

under20without brahmacaryopasthana-
sam･vr。ti

― ― no.17-2(287a6―) no.118(132b4―)

To initiate a quarrelsome woman no.12-7(514c21―)&
no.117(1006c21―)

no.89(19a7) no.17-3(288b6―) no.119(133a1―)

To initiate a woman afflicted by
 

sorrow
 

no.12-8(514c22―)&
no.118(1007a15―)

no.88(19a7) no.17-4(289b3―) no.120(133a6―)

To ordain a probationer who has
 

not completed the training of 2
years in the12Rules

 
no.12-9(514c24―)&
no.119(1007b1―)

no.80(19a3) no.17-5(290a1―) no.121(133b1―)

Not to ordain a probationer who
 

has completed the training of 2
years in the12Rules

 
no. 12-10(514c25―)&
no.120(1007b13―)

no.81(19a3―) no.18-1(290b7―) no.122(133b6―)

To ordain a woman who has not
 

obtained approval of her husband
 
no. 13-1 (515a1―) &
no.121(1007b29―)

no.85(19a6) no.18-2(291a3―) no.123(134a2―)

To offer a woman ordination for
 

cloth
 

no. 13-2 (515a3―) &
no.122(1007c20―)

no.82(19a4) no.18-3(291b3―) no.124(134a6―)

To talk a woman into giving up
 

her business with a promise to
 

ordain her,and to break it
 

no. 13-3 (515a1―) &
no.123(1008a05―)

no.83(19a5―) no.18-4(292a1―) no.125(134a7―)

To take a pupil every year  no. 13-4 (515a6―) &
no.124(1008a29―)

no.84(19a6) no.19-1(292a7―) no.126(134b3―)

To initiate a prostitute  no.16-10(515b27―)&
no.160(1014a08―)

― no.25-2(306b6―) no.161(142a1―)

The Tibetan Bhiks･un･ı-pratimoks･a does not number its rules.The numbering provided here follows Clarke(2012b:21,table4).
BP＝ Bhiks･un･ı-Praıtimoks･a,BV＝ Bhiks･un･ı-Vibhan

･ga,BPSV＝ Ārya-sarvastivadi-mula-bhiks･un･ı-pratimoks･a-sutra-vr。tti.
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